
ABSTRACT 

 

SCRC Series: Lewis Clarke Oral Histories Project – MC 00191 

Field Notes: Arthur W. Cooper (compiled March 13, 2012) 

Interviewee: ARTHUR W. (“ART”) COOPER 

Interviewer: Yona R. Owens 

Interview Date: Thursday, March 1, 2012 

Location: Raleigh, North Carolina 

Length: Approximately 58 minutes 

 

 

The interview was conducted in a conference room at D.H. Hill Library on North Carolina State 

University campus. The interview allowed Cooper to recount his career in botany/ecology and 

forestry, and to reflect on what it was like to teach ecology to landscape architecture students in 

the 1950s and early ‘60s. 

 

Tape Log 

00:00:00 Cooper introduction, where from, and how got interested in botany/ecology  

00:02:50 Starting to encounter the term, “ecology,” events happening to bring ecology to 

public’s attention 

00:05:20 Ecology not the same as environmentalism 

00:06:40 Move to NCSU botany department and developing an approach to teaching 

ecology/natural resources/government 

00:09:17 How met Lewis Clarke and evolving landscape architecture discipline to include 

ecological principles, how he introduced landscape architects to the principles 

00:18:30 Clarke’s reconnaissance and overlay method of site analysis 

00:19:50 Cooper’s involvement in Palmetto Dunes development design in June 1968, and 

other consulting jobs, impressions of the land versus proposed development idea 

00:25:50 Baldhead Island development plan evolution  

00:26:30 Premonitions in 1960s about how important ecology would become to landscape 

architects and how to go forward with a course, problems, and limitations  

00:30:40 1970 was first noted as environmental activist, Ecological Society, and growing 

  public awareness 

00:33:04 Served dual roles at the same time as environmental leader and head of forestry 

department to guide divergent interests, tactic as a translator 

00:36:20 Differences between department head skills needed back in 1980s and ‘90s 

  compared to more administrative and political role of department head now  

00:37:25 Cooper’s call for more managed forests and what landscape architects need to 

know about the regulations, getting involved in urbanization decisions, entering 

the citizen committee process, advice about going into politics 

00:45:10 B.W. Wells acquaintance, controversial theories, proofs offered, his demeanor, 

wives, and old ecologist methodology  

00:54:50 Important things to know about Art Cooper in his own words, comments on the 

last 40 years at NCSU  

00:58:16 End of interview  

 


